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Everyone knows New York City is the culinary epicenter of the United States. And while Manhattan

gets Michelin stars and Brooklyn gets blogger hype, real culinary fanatics know that authentic ethnic

food experiences happen in the restaurants of Queens. There, New York's celebrated ethnic

diversity is the most potent, with more than one million foreign-born residents. This means food

lovers can travel the globe without using any vacation time: take a culinary tour of China, sip a

frappe in Greece, dine on authentic Italian sausageâ€•all without ever leaving Queens!Queens: A

Culinary Passport welcomes visitors to the borough, serving as your guide to more than 40

hand-picked ethnic restaurants and food stands, complete with chef profiles and recipes for

recreating signature dishes at home. Also included are highlights of not-to-be-missed hidden spots,

like ethnic grocery stores stocked with multicultural essentials, fresh-from-the-sea fish markets, and

delis that turn out freshly made mozzarella and sopressata. For Queens novices, the book includes

easy-to-follow subway directions and even detailed neighborhood walking tours, ensuring that your

next trip to Italy, India, Greece, Latin America, and China is only a borough away.
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For those who think there's no New York beyond Manhattan (or Brooklyn, these days), this book is

here to prove otherwise. Queens: A Culinary Passport is a knowledgeable and enticing showcase of

the diversityâ€”and densityâ€”of the boroughâ€™s food scene. It's a guidebook, cookbook, and

shopping primer in one: it offers restaurant highlights, shares easy-to-make ethnic recipes, and



recommend specialty food stores to make sure your at-home recreations are truly authentic. Bonus

points for the adorable subway tile-inspired design and the mapped walking tours of each

neighborhood. You could easily spend a week eating and drinking your way through Queens with

the help of this book.

There are certain places in Queens where I have roamed and noshed noshed noshed. I have

NEVER been disappointed. This is a GREAT book that brings back some wonderful memories (30+

years' worth), and gives me new incentive.As for the author NOT being able to get information in a

specific nabe, I think I know EXACTLY what nabe that is-- LOL.

Fascinating. A tour of the borough with the added benefit of recipes from the restaurants. The

photography of the interior and exterior of the restaurants is my favorite. Richly evocative of the city

- it makes me want to go back there and explore. The ethnic diversity is well represented. The book

is dense with information, history and delights.** received the book for free through Goodreads First

Reads **

As someone who is not all that comfortable in the kitchen (or in Queens), Andrea Lynn made me

feel right at home, and made me want to hop on the subway to taste all that Queens has to offer.

Her engaging book hooked me from the beginning with her friendly wit, culinary knowledge, enticing

descriptions of dishes, and insider's perspective of Queens. I felt like I had a personal tour guide

and buddy taking me through the borough (she even provides ready-made food walking tours for

each Queens neighborhood), and a helping hand in the kitchen (offering me easy ways to make

dishes I might only find in a culturally-rich restaurant). And along the way, I was let in on hidden

secrets I would never have stumbled upon otherwise (like the linzer tarts and rugelach at Andre's

Hungarian Bakery). This cookbook and guide book is a great read and a fabulous resource.

I love cookbooks and I have pretty high standards when I read them and try out recipes. When I

started reading Lynn's book, I knew right away that this wasn't your average cookbook. Lynn's book

doesn't just give you recipes and photos. She takes you on a journey through this lovely and

interesting burough. The engaging writing style and mouth-watering photos will make you want to

take a special trip to Queens.

The best books teach you things you never expected to learn! This book, Queens: A Culinary



Passport: Exploring Ethnic Cuisine in New York Cityâ€™s Most Diverse Borough, falls into that

category. I did not know that Queens has such an amaze variety of food. I did not know about all the

shops, all the variety and all the culinary walks and tours of Queens! Of course, now I want to run

and visit and eat. Andrea Lynnâ€™s book has one more little secret â€” all the places mentioned are

subway accessible so that when I visit, I dont have to take taxis or rent a car to enjoy all that

Queens has to offer.I received a review copy of the book but the opinion is my own. I would highly

recommend this book.
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